
Telia’s MegaCall system, previously
supplied and installed by Telsis,
already handles over 100 million
premium rate voice calls a year. 
Now Telsis has enhanced MegaCall 
to support text and voice voting to
the same number, providing
customers with a single interface 
for all text and voice activities.

The upgrade increases choice for
programme makers, event organisers
and end-users who previously had to
work with two different suppliers and
show two different numbers on
screen if they wanted to offer viewers
simultaneous voice and SMS
response. That’s complicated for
them and confusing for the public.
The enhancements to MegaCall
mean one deal, one system and a
single response number for both text
and voice, which is expected to
deliver significant growth in audience
participation and revenues. The
system gave a perfect performance
on its first run in support of the live
television programme Idrottsgalan

Groundbreaking Text & Voice voting from
Telia delivers a perfect debut performance

Telia One Number Text & Voice Voting

Telsis has confirmed its leading position in the televoting
market by supplying Swedish telco Telia with a one-number
text and voice voting system.
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(Sports Gala) in which viewers across
Sweden voted for their favourite
sporting personality. For the first
time, people were able to use the
same phone number to vote by text
message over the Telia mobile
network, or by voice call from any
mobile or land-line telephone. The
service also proved very popular
during the ‘Song for Sweden’
preliminary rounds of the Eurovision
Song Contest, and during the actual
finals programme a few weeks later.

The MegaCall system enables Telia
to deliver real-time running vote
totals direct to studios, enabling a
new-level of audience interaction.

This enhancement to MegaCall saw
the first deployment in Sweden of
the Intelligent SMS Router, now
firmly established as the de-facto
standard in next-generation
messaging infrastructure. Within
MegaCall, SMS Routers receive text
votes directly from the mobile
networks over SS7 MAP, avoiding the

commonly-experienced SMSC
bottlenecks that restrict throughput.
The SMS Routers process the text
votes and send instant replies directly
to voters’ handsets.

The Telsis system provides two key
benefits. Firstly, by avoiding the SMSC,
Telia immediately increases throughput
and therefore customer satisfaction.
Secondly, an easy-to-manage system
with one number for text and voice
voting simplifies the whole voting
experience for both producers and
participants. Consequently, message
volumes will be significantly increased,
driving additional revenues.


